Stakeholder Perception Summary
Future Supply Considerations
August 2020
www.SantaBarbaraCA.gov/WaterVision

RECAP: Goals for Stakeholder
Workshop #3: Future Supply
Considerations
• Document potential supplies, conservation,
and/or policy options to further drive desired
community outcomes.
• As result of activities, attempt to surface
unforeseen impacts and/or benefits of future
supply solutions, particularly among vulnerable
populations and/or ecosystems
This input will be used by the project team to
inform the draft future portfolios.
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This virtual workshop was attended by members of the Water
Vision Santa Barbara Stakeholder Group. Here, the project team
gave a summary of their analysis of the City’s current water
supply, including the top risks and challenges facing that supply.
Next, stakeholders participates in one of three Break

Out

Discussions where they brainstormed ideas, and surfaced
perceptions or challenges related to addressing Santa Barbara’s
water supply gap. Each group shared their top idea(s) and, if
relevant, their call to action for City Council or Water Commission.
Following is a summary of each group’s exercise.
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The stakeholder group explored the
3 questions below in separate breakout groups.
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1.

2.

We have surplus
water in wet years
that can be
capitalized.

In drought we don’t
have enough
water to meet
immediate needs.
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3.
Our community’s
water decisions could
have an inequitable
impact on vulnerable
populations.

Key considerations:

1.
We have surplus
water in wet years
that can be
capitalized.

•
•
•

Frequency and magnitude of surplus
Current storage and transport
capabilities vs. needs
Potential environmental uses of
surplus water

This group’s
big question:
How could we
better use the water
we already have
to create value for our
community?
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M: With Rob Morrow and Joshua Haggmark
GREEN TEAM: With Rob Morrow and Joshua Haggmark

Who5 min
was in
the group?

This group’s
big question:

Betsy Cramer
Citizen Planning
Association of Santa
Barbara County

Betsy Cramer
Citizen Planning
Association of Santa
Barbara County

Hillary Hauser
Heal the Ocean

Ray Smith,
Mission Canyon
Neighborhood
Association

Krista Pleiser
Santa Barbara
Association of
Realtors

Verify w/Jeff if Ray

Hillary Hauser
Heal the Ocean
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was in other group
Krista Pleiser
Santa Barbara
Association of
Realtors
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How could we
better use the water
we already have
to create value for our
community?

Could we ...
improve

Could we ...
explore water

GREEN TEAM: With Rob Morrow and Joshua Haggmark

Key facts and storage constraints
5 min
shared
in discussion

Key takeaways of the
discussion

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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While the Gibraltar and Cachuma Reservoirs are the Citys’ existing
above-groundBetsy
storage
options, their capacity is limited to a few years
Cramer
Citizen Planning
worth of water
demand.
Association
of Santa
Barbara County
Groundwater storage capacity is limited to just 6-12 months of water
demand.
Ray Smith,
Krista Pleiser
The State Water Project offers surplus
water purchasing
opportunities
Mission Canyon
Santa Barbara
Hillary Hauser
Association
of
Because of water quality
limitations,Neighborhood
distribution system
reservoirs
Heal the Ocean
Association
Realtors
offer only 2-3 days of water storage.
Building additional raw water storage is both infeasible and cost
Verify w/Jeff
if Ray
prohibitive (considering the cost of land,
environmental
review,
was in other group
permitting, regulatory requirements, and connecting storage to the
existing conveyance system).
Groundwater storage is viable on a limited basis; the City doesn’t
have robust groundwater basins and regulations restrict the City’s
ability to recharge them.
The City has connected most non-potable water users to recycled
water in the City. Connecting more has diminishing returns in terms of
cost.
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•

Expanding surface storage is not a
viable, cost-effective option in the
water plan.
The City has an opportunity to
optimize existing storage assets
(primarily reservoirs).

Could we ...
improve
water storage?

Could we ...
explore water
trading?

GREEN TEAM: With Rob Morrow and Joshua Haggmark

5 min
Could we ...
improve
water storage?
Betsy Cramer

Could we ...
explore water
trading?

Other
opportunities
...
Regional
collaboration for
groundwater storage
/ exchanges

Citizen Planning
Association of Santa
Barbara County

More groundwater
storage (~1/2 to 1 year
storage)

Build new local
surface
storage
Hillary
Hauser
Heal the Ocean

EX: Lauro Reservoir has
capacity for 1 week of
supply for summer
demand
Could we cover
reservoir to reduce
evaporation?

Trade
State Water
Ray
Smith,
Mission Canyon
Project
allocation in wet
Neighborhood
years and get their
Association
supplies
during drought

Krista Pleiser
SantaSharing
Barbara between
Association
of / water
counties
Realtors

Can
we ifbank
Verify
w/Jeff
Ray groundwater in
was in other group
Goleta Basin
>> Regional Coordination

State Water Project purpose is storage and
conveyance

Could be good idea; but not
immediately politically viable /
legally viable

Partner with
Carpinteria (similar
to Goleta,
groundwater basin
regional
coordination)

Sell excess recycled
water vs. use by City
for irrigation or
potable reuse
'Bank' water
for dry times

Exchange with farms; water
rights trading (in wet years give
farms City water, in dry years we
get farmers water and farmer
uses groundwater)

Store more recycled
water in winter for
summer use
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Could we ...
improve
water storage?

Could we ...
explore water
trading?

GREEN TEAM: With Rob Morrow and Joshua Haggmark

5 min
Storage is key to
drought resiliency. Costeffective storage entails
mutually-beneficial partnerships
to store or trade water between
the City and willing regional
or statewide partners.

Betsy Cramer
Citizen Planning
Association of Santa
Barbara County

Hillary Hauser
Heal the Ocean

Identify mutuallybeneficial storage
partnerships on the South
Coast, Central Coast, or
Central Valley (statewide)
to improve City
drought resilience.
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Ray Smith,
Mission Canyon
Neighborhood
Association

Verify w/Jeff if Ray
was in other group

Krista P
Santa B
Associa
Real

Key considerations:

2.
In drought we don’t
have enough
water to meet
immediate needs.

•
•
•

80% of water operating costs are fixed
Drought-resistant supplies have varying
operational cost, infrastructure cost, and
environmental impact
Opportunities to conserve further while
maintaining quality of life

This group’s
big question:
How could we
optimize the role of
conservation in our future
water supply?
(conservation as a way of life)
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Orange
JeffCathy
Szytel and
Cathy Taylor
With
Jeff Team:
SzytelWith
and
Taylor

5 min
Who
was in
the group?

This group’s
big question:
April Price
Community
Environmental
Council

April Price
Community
Environmental
Council

Ray Smith
Mission Canyon
Association
Gabe Escobedo
Santa Barbara
Planning
Ray Smith
Commissioner

Mission Canyon
Association
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How could we
optimize the role of
conservation in our future
water supply?

Kira Redmond
Santa Barbara
Channel Keeper

Kira Redmond
Santa Barbara
Channel Keeper
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Gabe Escobedo
Santa Barbara
Planning
Commissioner

(conservation as a way of life)

Start brainstorm
FUTURE SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS with

Orange Team: With Jeff Szytel and Cathy Taylor

Is there
opportunity to
conserve further?

5 min

Reduce
unaccounted for
Make water use
water, and/or April Price reductions during
water loss Communitydrought permanent

Robust water
accounting
program (audit,
prioritized
action)

Environmental
Council

Gray water, onsite reuse
(incentives or
mandates)

Incentivize smart
irrigation,
drought tolerant
landscaping

City can
maximize water
conservation in
City owned
facilities

As we re-build,
use most
Gabe
Escobedo
eﬃcient ﬁxtures, features.
Santa
Barbara
Consider mandate, incentives
Planning
Commissioner

Expand recycled
water for nonpotable use

Consider regulations
on use — require
eﬃcient ﬁxtures with
new/remodel
construction

City and County can
encourageRay
customers
Smithto
capture rainwater and
Mission
Canyon
store
it — perhaps
ﬁnancialAssociation
incentives —
look at Cities like Los
Angeles

Could we ...
encourage
industry-specific
conservation?

Dedicated meters
for outside use
(landscaping)

What role could /
should public
education play?

Consider
customer type as
well as water use
volume in setting
rates

Kira Redmond
Santa
Work
with Barbara
institutional
Channel Keeper
customers to
reduce water use

Turf ban and/or
strong incentives
for turf removal
(cash for grass)

Environmental
justice — bring
land use planning
into water use

Variable water
shortage
conditions tied to
variable water
use

Tie water use to cost of water
(e.g. tiered rates (budget based)
so that wasteful use is more
expensive) — high water users
pay more, low water users pay
less

Smart water
meters so
customers can
see their use in
real-time, get leak
alerts, etc.

Rate design to
incentivize eﬃcient use,
penalize wasteful use —
tie to water shortage
conditions

Target high water
users for
outreach, review

Demonstrate and incentivize
on-site gray water use and
rainwater capture — show the
value of water

Ban fountains,
and/or other
wasteful uses
Reduce/minimize
water loss
(unaccounted-for
water)
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Start brainstorm
FUTURE SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS with

e

w

e
Increase visibility of
real-time water use
(e.g. smart meters)

City to invest in
rainwater/storm
water capture
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Expand /
maximize water
use eﬃciency
programs

Orange Team: With Jeff Szytel and Cathy Taylor

5 min

gional
oration for
ater storage
hanges

Find creative ways to
enhance water use
efficiency

April Price
Community
Environmental
Council

ter or sell
wet times

Ray Smith
Mission Canyon
Prioritize water
use
Association

efficiency through
Gabe Escobedo (1) targeted customer
Santa Barbara
education and incentives;
Planning
Commissioner(2) reducing water system

losses; and (3) equitable and
just rates that encourage
efficiency and discourage
wasteful use.
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Kira Redmond
Santa Barbara
Channel Keeper

3.
Our community’s water
decisions could have an
inequitable impact on
vulnerable populations.
(People of color, low income people, youth and
elderly, recent immigrants and people with
limited English proficiency, people with
disabilities, homeless people, LGBTQ, veterans)
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Key considerations:
•
•
•
•

Cost of water
Access to water use/cost information
Water quality
Natural disaster resilience

This group’s
big question:
How could we better
serve vulnerable
populations with our
water decisions?

Blue Group: With Tiffany Meyer and Dakota Corey

Who was in
5 min
the group?

Ana Rosa RizoCentino,
La Casa
de la Raza

This group’s
big question:

Ana Rosa RizoCentino,
La Casa
de la Raza

Rachel Ng,
UCSB Pan Asian
Network

Rachel Ng,
UCSB Pan Asian
Network

Chris Ragland,
Black Lives Matter
Santa Barbara /
Healing Justice /
SeeRagland,
No Enemy
Chris

How could we better
serve vulnerable
populations with our
water decisions?

Black Lives Matter
Santa Barbara /
Healing Justice /
See No Enemy

15 min
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Blue Group: With Tiffany Meyer and Dakota Corey

How could...
vulnerable
populations be
served in future
decisions?

5 min

Where is the City

at Rosa
in building
Ana
Rizo-this
intersectionality
Centino,
and
structural
La
Casa
approach into
de la Raza
decision making?
Are they just
beginning?

Rate
structure
ideas to
penalize
high use

Largest users are single
family residential users
(17k SFR accounts) for
homes and individual
landscaping

Are there barriers to the
education provided by City
and/or are we exploring
inclusive methods to educate
Rachel Ng,
customers; e.g. language
UCSB
Pan barriers?
Asian
barriers,
access

Network

There are structural
affordability issues that
supersede this issue.

Bring an intersectionality
lens into ALL City
commissions

Can we ask the Water
Commissino to be a voice
to amplify the voice of
minorities and people of
color; they have the
relationships and the
power to make it happen.
They lead by example.
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Other ideas or
opportunities?

How could...
public / private /
civic partnerships
help?

In an effort to minimize use,
how can we encourage lowwater use plants
Most are talking about
"cost of living" and
everything is lumped in too
Once you have liaisons, are they
that. Really no culture
actually reps of the comm's
around "natural resources"
vulnerable populations, and is
within black and brown or
this ﬂexible to change over time.
minority communities
Christhis
Ragland, Not "experts" vs. the actual
about how we're using
people.
Lives Matter
info. Can we getBlack
the data?

Santa Barbara /
Healing Justice /
See No Enemy Perception is that the City

Hard to tackle this
problem w/out ﬁrst
addressing "where is
water being used the
most"?

Young adult constituency
— most live in "single
family homes"
w/multiple people in it
(roommates). How is this
affecting the data on
demand/use; education
to young professionals
for conservation.

is just beginning to bring
that intersectional lens
into their decision making

Two speciﬁc staff in City's
human resources or
administrative departments
may be tasked with
prioritizing this.

City department heads
within the City need
training on these topics —
intersectionality,
inclusion, etc. in order to
integrate this into the
departments
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This is a bigger
conversation about
affordability broadly ... vs.
just water affordability.
Use "trusted messengers"
to get that information
out — public/private
partnerships.

Are we educating everyone
about these smart water
programs? amplify these
education programs

I've never seen my water bill;
it's folded into rent. There are
gardeners maintaining the
whole community's
landscaping.
This is process — always
involve vulnerable
populations in City
decision making
processes so they have
that representation

Do we have minority
and/or vulnerable
populations
representation at the
Water Commission table

Maybe we could have a
liaison from vulnerable
populations at the Water
Commission as a regular
standing topic.

Providing an org list of "Black
organizations" as part of toolkit to
each point person. Making this
information accessible and build
in these contact lists into our
process so it's automatic.

Agreed on intersectionality on all
commissions. Sees this rercurring theme
of structural aspects of decision making.
How do we build this into how decisions
are made city wide?

15 min

How could...

Blue Group: With Tiffany Meyer and Dakota Corey

5 min

gional
oration for
ater storage
hanges

Affordability
is about more than
water. We need a method
to consistently represent all
vulnerable populations in City
processes and decisions.

Ana Rosa RizoCentino,
La Casa
de la Raza

ter or sell
wet times

Rachel Ng,
UCSB Pan Asian
Network

We want to ask City
Council to incorporate
structural representation of
vulnerable populations into
Water- and other
City Commissions
processes.
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Chris R
Black Liv
Santa B
Healing
See No

